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Summarising memo

A big thank you to the IIA for organizing this webinar and also thank you, as you were one of the
almost 40 audit professionals that registered to join this webinar!

During this webinar, we talked about how Internal Audit can keep pace with the business and
the external forces it faces in an ever-changing landscape of business disruption to keep
delivering the value stakeholders are looking for. More than ever it is important that the internal
audit function becomes and remains a highly valued, trusted advisor to stakeholders. More than
half of internal audit stakeholders expect more value….

However the key question is: How do stakeholders define the value add that Internal Audit
brings to the organisation?

During the webinar, we defined the total impact of internal audit as a combination of the
EFFECTIVENESS of internal audit and the CONTRIBUTION of internal audit. That combination
(effectiveness & contribution) was referred to as ‘The total impact of internal audit’.
Effectiveness was defined as 8 different attributes whereas contribution was defined as 5 major
areas. And as icing on the cake, we combined this with the internal audit maturity model.

Total impact of internal audit framework depicted below:
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In the different breakout rooms, we discussed several topics of the framework and here are
some interesting results following those discussions (note that we did not have the time to talk
through all the attributes of the framework):

1. How to ensure business alignment:

a. Involvement of internal audit to provide assurance throughout an entity-wide integration
exercise. Although a very interesting concept, participants indicated that providing
assurance on the anticipated value by management is not easy.

b. Involvement of internal audit to explore what activities management undertakes to
realise the company’s ambitions. These topics contain ‘auditable’ topics that can be
included in the audit plan of the organisation.

c. Early involvement of internal audit to have in-depth discussions with management to
reflect and agree upon recommendations provided in internal audit reports. This creates
a true trust relationship with management that leads to buy-in to recommendations.

d. Participants highlighted that frequent (informal) meetings outside normal audit activities
with auditees and management increases understanding on what truly matters for a
company. It is an important accelerator to develop a trust-based relationship with
management.

e. Plotting internal audit observations in a ‘global risk matrix’ can help putting the relevance
of issues noted into context with the overall objectives and challenges of an
organisation.

2. Red flagging - telling the business in a timely manner something that they should be
worried about and should act upon:

a. Advanced use of data analytics creating new insights for management. Participants
highlighted examples in the domain of fraud scenario analysis in which detailed insights
were created with management. Internal audit could consider sharing the scripts and
algorithms they developed with the business.

b. Quantification of findings indicating the improvement potential / gains in Euro that could
be realised by refining the audited process.

c. Participants highlighted the risk that ‘bias’ could bring, both from an internal audit and
management point of view. The risk that bias could bring to an organisation is often not
considered when focusing on potential red flags for the organisation. Internal audit
could use research within the context of ‘bias frameworks’ to better understand its
impact and take the risk into account when advising management about potential red
flags.

d. A specific redflag might be the ‘perception’ that exists around communication on the
status of large implementation projects. Participants highlighted examples where such
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communication seemed to be creating perception that a project was on track whereas
in practice it was not. This was a domain where internal audit specifically zoomed in on.

3. Technology -  the use of technology to support your internal audit activities:

a. Many internal audit functions have been exploring technology to enhance their internal
audit activities.

b. Data analytics is a domain that internal audits functions have been most active in in this
respect, often through technology like ACL.

c. A streamlined IT landscape (e.g. a centralised ERP system) creates opportunity in view
of data drive internal audit. Complex IT landscapes then again often block such
developments.

d. Very few internal audit functions have already defined what “technology enabled” internal
audit means to them, or what a roadmap from a “people”, “process”, “technology”
perspective could look like to realise such vision.

e. A big challenge in becoming more technology enabled lies in building and maintaining
relevant skills:
○ What is the minimum level of skills needed across all internal auditors?
○ Should there be expert internal auditors in this respect?
○ To which extent can an internal audit function leverage a centralised technology (e.g.

data analytics) function in an organisation, to support its technology enablement?
f. Continuous monitoring is considered the “Rolls Royce” of technology enabled internal

auditing. Some considerations:
○ Cost of continuous monitoring technology has significantly decreased over the past

years;
○ What role should be taken on across the three lines of defence in view of continuous

monitoring in an organisation?

4. Business improvement - agree on actions that are practical and provide support to
deliver business improvement:

a. Good examples were given as to how audit recommendations have lead to
organisational and/ or technological improvements, which drive larger business
improvements.

b. Transformation projects (e.g. ERP transformations) are considered as important
opportunities for internal audit functions to drive value to an organisation, e.g. via
business improvement. Some considerations:
○ Internal audit is rarely proactively involved in such transformations by the project

teams;
○ Senior sponsor/ management buy-in is often required for internal audit to take on a

quality/ project/ transformation assurance role;
○ The real value in such projects comes when internal audit takes on a more

“consulting” type role and advices on the content, rather than on typical internal
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control components;
○ The role internal audit takes on in such transformation projects is often a balancing

act between advising, while remaining sufficiently independent. It sometimes is
referred to as proactive assurance;

○ Good read in this respect can be found here. (new survey currently ongoing,
everyone can participate, results will be published in the Fall of 2021:
https://survey.pwc.com/jfe/form/SV_4V31o1pKuCX2f9Y).

5. Talent model:

There were some interesting reflections resulting from the discussions in that breakout room.
Having an optimal talent model that allows an IA function to be agile, flexible and the right fit for
the organization is a necessity, however, in reality it remains a big struggle. Given the wide
range of skills and attributes that an Internal Auditor should have in today’s world is definitely
part of the issue. Being able to construct an optimal talent model heavily depends on the size of
the IA department. Smaller IA departments do not have all the competencies in-house, however,
in order to be able to fulfill the audit plan they typically will make use of an external party.

Same applies for the learning and development model. Bigger IA departments are able to invest
in the development and roll-out of a full-fledged training curriculum. Smaller IA will align the
training curriculum with the topics that are required to be covered in the audit plan. However, in
those cases they are heavily dependent on when certain trainings take place which is not
always aligned with the timing of the audit plan.

6. Insights & benchmarking:

a. Finding the appropriate external benchmarks for your organisation is not always easy.
However, in bigger organisations that consist of several entities it can be very insightful to
internally benchmark those entities and to also leverage from actions that have already
been taken in those entities.

b. Some of the participants were active in Chief Audit Executive clubs or others (through IIA
or organised separately) and used these forums to benchmark their performance or
obtain additional insights.

c. The overall purpose of benchmarking is not only to benchmark your own performance,
but to obtain additional insights that you can share with your organisation and its people
to create transparency & increase the value add.
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7. Quality & innovation:

a. Participants considered the internal audit standards as a good starting point to measure
quality. As mentioned above already, most of the auditors want to (or are expected to) go
beyond ‘providing assurance’. The updated definition by the IIA on Internal Audit taps into
the consulting / advisory role of an internal auditor. However some of the audit committee
members seem to stick to the pure Assurance role for an internal auditor although
management / auditees tend to prefer the advisory role.
As discussed above, proactive assurance (e.g. transformation assurance) can be the
middle way to grow into a role where internal audit provides more insights.

b. An external quality assessment can be a good starting point to have the discussion in
terms of expectations from the different stakeholders vs basic requirements from
standards. And might be an eye opener - however it all depends on the criteria taken into
consideration to do the assessment.

c. One of the KPI’s used was how effective the business was to close open Internal Audit
recommendations. On the other hand….it’s a business responsibility.

d. The final output of all our Internal Audit activities is a report and hence a big part of the
time spent is done on report writing.

e. Some of the participants had a list of KPI’s used to monitor and report on their
performance.

f. Not that many internal audit departments are involved in auditing the innovation process
within their organisation and on the other hand, only a few internal audit departments
have a structured process to innovate their own way of working. If we are referring to
digitalisation, we learnt that most of the IA departments align their speed of innovation
with the overall speed of innovation of their organisation.

Last but not least, the expectations differ from stakeholder to stakeholder and it is key to have
frequent and qualitative conversations with all the stakeholders to understand what they really
want. One thing is certain, the overall control maturity of the organisation has a direct impact on
the internal audit activities and hence the total impact.
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